
6000 MAGNETIC INDOOR CYCLE
BRI-IC6000-V

4 Dual magnetic resistance and  
 belt-driven technology delivers  
 optimal performance and reliability 
 for light commercial applications

u Comfortable saddle can be easily  
 adjusted up/down and forward/back  
 for riders of all sizes

4 Adjustable race-inspired handlebars  
 with multi-position hand grips

4 Dual-sided high performance pedals  
 with adjustable toe straps

4 Perimeter weighted flywheel with  
 chromoly axle provide long-lasting  
 durability

4 Service ports for easy quick access  
 to drive system

4 Smooth Motion Technology™ delivers a  
 quiet, comfortable and smooth ride

4 Steel adjustment levers safely lock  
 saddle and handlebars in place

4 Zinc-dipped anti-corrosion coating  
 and stainless steel bolts provide  
 superior rust protection

u OPTIONAL: LCD monitor tracks time,  
 speed, distance, calories and RPMs

Featuring dual magnetic  

resistance and belt-driven 

performance, the IC6000  

indoor cycle proves you  

can have it all: reliability, 

comfort and quality at 

an unbeatable value.

technical specs

Lock System: “V” lock system design for 
hexagon stem and post tube, easy and  
hi-performance for tube’s locking and 
opening
Handlebar Stem: Alloy hexagon tube 
hexagon sliding tube/stem and stem and 
sliding tube with scale
Handlebar: Hi-ten steel with racing drop 
bar and hexagon to sliding tune
Ball Bearing Parts: Chromoly ultra strong 
axle 20mm D with SKF #6004 bearing, heat 
treated
Cranks: Hi-carbon steel S-38C cold forged 
ultra strong crank with 4 spider, heat 
treated
Right Cover: Plastic with pop cover
Belt: Hutchinson / France 5PK

Pedals:  9/16" LU-1/214E alloy body/cage 
with straps & chromoly axle
Resistance: Dual functions design of 
magnetic device for resistant force 
adjustment
Fly Wheel: 31 lbs. cast iron with alloy ring 
wheel, fixed wheel with chromoly ultra 
strong axle and SKF #6004 bearings
Saddle: VL-3125A comfortable saddle for 
spinning
Seat Post: Alloy hexagon tube with 
hexagon sliding
User Weight Capacity: 300 lbs.
Warranty: 10 years frame, 6 years parts,  
2 years wearable items, 90 days on display 
saddle, saddle brackets, pedal clips & straps

Light Commercial

Product Weight: 120 lbs.                   Width: 24"                    Length: 43"                    Height: 47"

Self Powered Technology

OPTIONAL


